Chapter 8

Artificial Intelligence Systems Based on NTA

ABSTRACT

This chapter describes NTA capabilities in modeling various kinds of intelligence systems, namely discrete automata, systems for Formal Concept Analysis and for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems, as well as for unified representation and processing of knowledge expressed in different conventional structures: productions, semantic networks, frames, etc.

The measure of intelligence is the ability to change. – Albert Einstein

INTRODUCTION

Modern computer technologies often need methods of logical analysis of systems. These methods play an important role in artificial intelligence (AI) as well. In the development of software for AI systems, big costs in time and resources arise due to the fact that logical methods of modeling and analysis are based on the declarative approach hardly compatible with the procedural approach, which is natural for programming. That is why AI languages built within the declarative approach become more sophisticated because of their supplementing with procedural means.

Algebraic approach to logical analysis of systems is often used in modern programming. In practice, this is revealing in usage techniques of Boolean
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algebra and algebra of sets instead of axiomatic formalization of propositional calculus. However, in cases where the capabilities of propositional calculus are not sufficient, and it is necessary to use predicate calculus, theoretical foundations for implementing the algebraic approach occur to be absent.

In theoretical studies and books on AI, the algebraic approach is not very popular. Traditionally, the declarative approach is considered more corresponding to analysis of reasoning, and modern intelligent systems are built on its basis. Difficulties and problems typical for such tasks are considered inevitable during computer implementation of AI systems. In our opinion, the formal approach itself yields many of these problems. Here are some of them.

1. The variety of formal languages gave rise to the diversity of logics, many of which are difficult to interpret or not interpretable at all, i.e., they are essentially meaningless. Along with appearance of this variety of logics, new obstacles are encountered in choosing the “proper” logic. Thus, logical correctness criteria for systems and reasoning became blurred.

2. Fundamental differences in theoretical approaches to building of databases and knowledge bases in intelligence systems resulted in poor compatibility of DBs and KBs within a single information system.

3. In fields of management, information processing and programming, professionals perceive data presentation in the form of algebraic structures naturally, but modern methods of logical analysis of systems are currently taught mainly in terms of the formal approach whose complexity and detachment from usual algebraic structures does not allow many students truly appreciate all the features of logical analysis and its applications. Development of the algebraic approach as an instrument of logical analysis would make it possible to avoid many of these difficulties in teaching.

This chapter presents features and capabilities of the NTA-based algebraic approach to modeling of some AI structures and techniques.

**DISCRETE AUTOMATA**

With the help of discrete automata, it is possible to represent a dynamic system that changes its state in each step (cycle). This state affects the system response to input signals or control impacts. A dynamic system can
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